Box 1

BH 1  Tape made 13 Apr 1993 at Chope Phillips’s ranch. Dictated letters and notes.

BH 2  April 1993. Chope Phillips research interviews.


BH 4  Wallis notes, correspondence, 12 Apr 1993.

BH 5  Chope and Virginia Phillips memoir. Research.

BH 6  Research for Beyond the Hills and Waite Phillips.

BH 7  Elliott (son of Waite Phillips) and Virginia Phillips at their New Mexico ranch, 13 Apr 1993. Research.

BH 8  Philtower located in downtown Tulsa, Oklahoma. Waite Phillips’s headquarters.

EDL 1  Charlie Carrillo and 4 Hermanos, 7 Jul 1990; Felipe Ortega; Floyd, Jimmy and Jacob Trujillo. New Mexico research.


EDL 4  Hermano Felipe Ortega, 16 Apr 1993.

EDL 5  Father Thomas J. Steele, Jesuit teacher and subject expert, 16 Apr 1993.

EDL 6  Floyd and Virginia Trujillo at Abiquiu, New Mexico. 18 Apr 1993.

EDL 7  Tape 2 of the Trujillos, 18 Apr 1993.

EDL 8  Tape 1 of Clark Kimball and Michael Wallis in New Mexico-El Rito; Nick Herrera and Mother 21 Jul 1993.

EDL 9  Kimball research trip, 21 Jul 1993; Serna; Charles and Carolyn Dunlap.
EDL 10  Spanish Market, Santa Fe, New Mexico, 24 Jul 1993.
EDL 12  Color notes, 15-16 Aug 1993 at Carrillo home, continued.
EDL 13  One Alabado from Abiquiu, Madre de Dolores. New Mexico.
EDL 14  Albados from La Madera. New Mexico.
EDL 15  Albados from La Madera, continued.
EDL 16  Of Heaven and Earth.
EDL 17  Margil Lyons.
EDL 18  KWGS-FM89.5, Tulsa Oklahoma. 3 May 1990.

MK 6  Interview notes with Wilma Mankiller. 13 Mar 1998.
MK 7  Interview notes with Wilma Mankiller.
MK 8  Interview notes with Wilma Mankiller.
MK 9  Gloria Steinem interview.

OM 1  Interview with employee, Sue Angel, 27 Aug 1986. Research.
OM 2  Interview with employee, Bill Angel, 9 Oct 1986. Research.
OM 3  Interview with employee, Bill Angel, 9 Oct 1986, continued.
OM 4  Interview with employee, Bill Angel, continued.
OM 5  Interview with employee, Bill Angel, Apr 1979-casset made 14 Aug 1986.

OM 7  Interview with employee, William M. "Mark" Barbee, conclusion.

OM 8  Interview with employee, William M. "Mark" Barbee (duplicate of OM-6)

OM 9  Interview with employee, William M. "Mark" Barbee (duplicate of OM-7)


Box 2


OM 14 Research. Former employee of Frank Phillips, Grace and Joe Billam.


OM 50  Research. Paul Endacott.

Box 3

OM 62  Research. Phillips’s foster daughter, Mary Low.
OM 63  Research. Phillips’s foster daughter, Mary Low.
OM 66  Research. First director of Woolaroc Museum, Pat Patterson.
OM 69  Research. First director of Woolaroc Museum, Pat Patterson. Parts 5-6.
OM 70  Research.  First director of Woolaroc Museum, Pat Patterson.  [Parts 5-6].


OM 73  Research.  Frank Phillips’s daughter-in-law, Mary Kate Phillips, 1\textsuperscript{st} and 2\textsuperscript{nd}. Dallas, Texas.

OM 74  Research.  Frank Phillips’s daughter-in-law, Mary Kate Phillips.  [1\textsuperscript{st} – 2\textsuperscript{nd} duplicate?].

OM 75  Research.  Frank Phillips’s daughter-in-law, Mary Kate Phillips.  3\textsuperscript{rd} – 4\textsuperscript{th}.

OM 76  Research.  Frank Phillips’s daughter-in-law, Mary Kate Phillips.  [3\textsuperscript{rd} – 4\textsuperscript{th} duplicate?]

OM 77  Research.  Frank Phillips’s daughter-in-law, Mary Kate Phillips.


OM 79  Research.  Tom Sears.  Bartlesville, Oklahoma


OM 81  Research.  Interview with Frank Phillips’s Dr. O.S. Sommerville, 7 May 1963.

OM 82  Research.  Interview with Frank Phillips’s Dr. O.S. Sommerville, 7 May 1963.  (duplicate)


OM 86  Research.  Woolaroc notes #3; Frank Phillips’s death.

OM 87  Research.  Clarence Burton, Anna Anderson Davis, 27 Aug 1986.  Frank Phillips’s 60\textsuperscript{th} birthday; Hookey Day; action in Town House.

OM 90 Research. Phillips fun.
OM 91 Research. 27 Jul 1986.
OM 93 Research. “Outlaw Trail.”
OM 94 Research. Frank Phillips’s foster daughter, Jane Begrish.
OM 95 Research. Frank Phillips’s foster daughter, Jane Begrish.

Box 4

OM 97 Research. 27 Jul 1986.
OM 98 Research. Unknown contents.
OM 99 Research. Parts 7-8.
OM 100 Research. Parts 9-10.
OM 101 Research. Parts 11-12.
OM 102 Research. Parts 13-14
OM 103 Research. Unknown contents.
OM 104 Research. Unknown contents.
OM 105 Research. 26 Oct 1986 and J---.
OM 107 Research. [Lois Lynd 2 Nov 1986.]
OM 108 Research. Unknown contents.
OM 109 Research. Unknown contents.
OM 112 Research. Unknown contents.
OM 113 Research. Unknown contents.
OM 114 Research. Unknown contents.
PBF 3 Research. Joe Howell of the Tulsa Tribune.
PBF 4 Research. MO-KS#1 Bolivar, Missouri. 26 Aug.
PBF 5 Research. MO-KS#2. 26 Aug.
PBF 8 Research. Hettie Miller.
PBF 9 Research. Unknown content.
PBF 10 Research. [Amos].
PBF 12 Research. Unknown content.
PBF 13 Research. Unknown content.
PBF 14 Research. Ohio #1.
PBF 15 Research. Ohio #2.
PBF 16 Research. W.H.S. Lenore [Harte].
PBF 17 Research. Silver Switch. Ohio #5. Michael Wallis and HF.


PBF 20 Research. Ohio color notes.

PBF 21 Research. Unknown content.

PBF 22 Research. Floyd's sister-in-law, Bessie Floyd.

PBF 23 Research. Beulah Floyd.

Box 5

PBF 24 Research. Unknown content.

PBF 25 Research. Former Floyd associate and retired bank robber, Elmer Steele. Interview, Red Fork, Oklahoma.

PBF 26 Research. Former Floyd associate and retired bank robber, Elmer Steele. Interview, Red Fork, Oklahoma.

PBF 27 Research. Unknown content.

PBF 28 Research. Acquaintance of Floyd's, Lee Barrett. Interview, Sequoyah County, Oklahoma.

PBF 29 Research. Lee Barrett. Interview, Sequoyah County, Oklahoma.


PBF 31 Research. 19 Sept 1996.

PBF 32 Research. Unknown content.


PBF 35 Research. Unknown content.

PBF 36 Research. Unknown content.
| PBF 37 | Research. 1-2. |
| PBF 38 | Research. 3-4. |
| PBF 39 | Research. 5-6. |
| PBF 40 | Research. Former Floyd associate and retired bank robber, Carl Janaway. |
| PBF 41 | Research. Unknown content. |
| PBF 42 | Research. Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. |
| PBF 43 | Research. Unknown content. |
| PBF 44 | Research. Unknown content. |
| PBF 45 | Research. Unknown content. |
| PBF 46 | Research. Unknown content. |
| PBF 47 | “Pretty Boy Super Tape.” |
| PBF 48 | “Promo: Pretty Boy Book Giveaway.” |
| PBF 49 | Woody Guthrie-Lomax interview, 22 Mar 1940. “Ballad of Pretty Boy Floyd.” |
| PBF 50 | KLIK 95. |
| PBF 51 | KOH-Reno. |
| PBF 52 | KRMG. |
| PBF 53 | KYFM 100.1 |
| PBF 54 | WCSJ-AM 1550. |
| RWW 2 | Joe Colby [PG/BY] |
| RWW 3 | Stanley Earnest #1. Oklahoma Historical Society. |
| RWW 4 | Stanley Earnest #2. Oklahoma Historical Society. |

RWW 6  “10/2/94 glass negative.”


RWW 9  Frank Giles, no date. Oklahoma Historical Society.

RWW 10  Former Wild West entertainer, Kenneth Goodeagle. Pawnee, Oklahoma.

RWW 11  Sam Hill, Joe Colby.

Box 6

RWW 12  Sam Hill, 1 Oct 1994.


RWW 17  Gerry and Ruth Murphey provide definition of the 101 collection.


RWW 20  101 entertainer, Jack Quait.


RWW 26  Grandson of Bill Pickett, Willie Wilson, no date. Oklahoma Historical Society.
RWW 28  Interview and notes.
RWW 29-34 Unknown content.
WDY 1   Terrence and Suzi Moore’s wedding, 27 Aug 1984.
WDY 2   Oklahoma panhandle resident, Jim Jordan.
R66 1   Research. Unknown content.
R66 2   Research. Unknown content.
R66 3   Research. Unknown content.
R66 4   Former owner of Club Cafe, Santa Rosa, New Mexico, Ron Chavez.
R66 5   Former owner of Club Cafe, Santa Rosa, New Mexico, Ron Chavez. Color notes, Jack Rittenhouse, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
R66 6   Color notes. Former owner of Club Cafe, Santa Rosa, New Mexico, Ron Chavez. Tucumcari. Tee Pee curios.
R66 7   Travelling through New Mexico. El Rancho. Judi Snow, Gallup, New Mexico.
R66 7A  Research. Unknown content.
R66 7B  Research. Unknown content.
R66 8   Town barber, Angel Delgadillo. Seligman, Kingman, Terry Richards in Kingman, Arizona.
R66 9   Seligman. Town barber, Angel Delgadillo.
R66 10  Oatman to Needles.
R66 11  Amboy to Barstow. Tom Snyder in California.
R66 12  Route 66 author, Tom Snyder.
Route 66 author, Tom Syder.

2-day return. Santa Monica through Arizona desert.

Flagstaff.

Stage Coach, New Mexico.

New Mexico to Texas.

Texas to Oklahoma.

Elk City after trading post on road. Notes. Lillian Redman.

Gladys Cutberth. Clinton, Oklahoma. Also known as Mrs. Route 66. Wife of Jack Cutberth.

Cutberths on the road to Elk City.

National Public Radio series.


Ron Dunivan. “It's Hard to Find the Old Road Signs of U.S. 66”.

Library of Congress matter for the blind or handicapped.

Library of Congress matter for the blind or handicapped.

Library of Congress matter for the blind or handicapped.

KOKO-Radio (Warrensburg, Missouri)

KTKO Radio.
R66 34  WBBZ interviews. 27 Mar.  Tape 1.
R66 35  WBBZ interview.  Tape 2.
R66 36  KTOK Radio.
R66 37  KEBC Radio.
R66 38  KRAV 96.5 FM interview, 26 Jun 1993.
R66 39  KTOK Radio.
R66 41  Michael & Suzanne Wallis interview on the Oasis Network Roadshow #204, 22 Mar 1996.
R66 42  July 2nd Roadshow with Michael Wallis, Oasis Network.
R66 44  KIXZ Radio.
R66 45  KNAU-FM Radio.

Box 8

R66 46  KRST-Albuquerque.
R66 47  KTOK Radio.
R66 48  Norm Nathan Show, WBZ Radio, 8 Apr 1990.
R66 49  Anne Remington.
R66 50-52  Smithsonian Institution.
R66 53  Greg Allen Show.
R66 54  K-FOX Radio 103.
R66 55  Pittsburgh interview.
R66 56 BBC Radio.

R66 57 Tom Bodett “End of the Road”.


SDD 3 Radio demo not for broadcast.

SDD 4 Michael and Suzanne Wallis, Jan 1993.

ART 1-5 Big Thicket, Texas.

ART 6 [Bragging About Telex].

ART 7-8 Cowboy boots.

ART 9-11 Day of the Dead. Mexico.

ART 12-13 Eagles. People Magazine article.


ART 17 H.K. Ranch. People Magazine article.

ART 18-20 L. Ron Hubbard. People Magazine article. In reference to Diana Hubbard, Hubbard’s daughter.

ART 21 Lady Bird Johnson. Time Magazine article.

ART 22 Killing Comes Easy.…

ART 23-24 Edwin Link profile. Smithsonian Magazine article.

ART 25-26 Loggers in the Big Woods." Geo Magazine article.

Box 9

ART 27-34 Loggers in the Big Woods." Geo Magazine article.

ART 35 Mennonites (Bob Clark). American West Magazine article.


ART 40  Stroh’s Beer presentation.

ART 41  Basketball player, Rudy Tomjanovich. *People* Magazine article.

ART 42  University of Texas at Austin. *Time* Magazine article.


ART 47  Zebco history.

ART 48  Charlie Dunn, Texas master western boot maker.

MISC 1  KEBC Radio.

MISC 2  KFRU-AM Radio.

MISC 3  KLITE Radio.

MISC 4  KLOR Radio.

MISC 5  KMOX Radio.

MISC 6  KOSU-FM Radio.

MISC 7  KSLH Radio.


MISC 9  KYVA 1230 Radio.

MISC 10  KYFM 100.1 1972.

MISC 11  Monitor Radio.

MISC 12  Alan Miller, 23 Sept 1977.

MISC 13  Warren Pierce.

MISC 14-16  WBBZ Radio.
MISC 17-18  WGN-AM Radio.

MISC 19  WJBC Radio.

MISC 20  Michael Wallis interview. “Edit for noon Friday and 4:30 Friday.”